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About This Game

Solar System Conflict is a multiplayer space-survival game in which a colony of humans is stranded in a recently discovered
solar system, in search of a way back to Earth.

Build, Craft, Discover, and Survive:

Travel through space, explore the solar system and fight for your survival by crafting and constructing your own buildings, space
stations and spaceships.

Upgrade and adapt your spaceships from single pilot fighters to large motherships.
Fight in huge space battles (inside larger ships and out in space) as well as on land, with other players or your own robot drones.

Current Features:

 Build your own houses and facilities, stone castles, wooden huts and much more (There are many different materials
you can use to build your stuff).

 Harvest resources and craft equipment and cook food.

 Dynamic Day/Night shifts.

 Explore new technologies to get more futuristic weapons.
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 Cooperate with other players to survive, or fight against them to defend your belongings.

 Discover ancient ruins and explore the mysteries behind them.

Upcoming Features:

 Build space stations (in space, on asteroids or on planets).

 Multiple planets with varying climates and gravity strength.

 Build a robot/drone army.

 Take care of the environment (Temperature, Oxygen, Natural disasters).

 Hunt aliens on various planets.

Explore and build in space, and fight in huge space battles (Upcoming):

 In-game events. For example, aliens could assault the solar system; the players now need to work together to survive and
free the solar system from this new dynamic threat.

 Upgrade your Spaceships, making them unique with equipment such as reinforced armour, a shield generator, different
propulsion systems, and powerful weapons.

 Build huge spaceships with machine rooms, control bridges and rooms which you can decorate and use to store your
weapons, tools, ships and more.

 Big motherships give you the ability to hold fighters that can be controlled by allied players or AI, to fight your enemies.

 Fight inside the spaceships and defend or assault the control bridge, the hangar or other important rooms.

Additional Information:

 You can host your own server from your PC, with a small amount of players (2 - 20 Players), or join a dedicated server
(50 - 300 Players) or play it alone in the single player mode.
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Title: Solar System Conflict
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
UnexEvo
Publisher:
UnexEvo
Release Date: 6 Apr, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32 bit or higher

Processor: Quad Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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solar system conflict

Abandonware.

A real shame too since I voice acted for this game and my character never got implemented.

But then again it might be for the best since the game struggled to run above 10 frames per second and the interface looked and
worked like♥♥♥♥♥♥. Solar System Conflict is a new only multiplayer survival game in Early Access now. The game is
continues in developing, so this review gives you only the moment report for the game.

Story: You are the new colonist that mothership was distroyed in the new galaxy system after arrival there. You are trying to
survive now and go back home to the Earth. After a few minutes on the Planet you will be welcome there from other colonist
and the story begins.

Pro:
+Nice Nature
+Good Sound
+Good Musik
+ Working survival attributes, you need food and oxigen (and some other more)
+ Free world to explore
+ As a tutorial use the key "V" for a helping drone.
+ It should be possible to complete missions, but seems that doesn't work at the moment or i haven't found how to do this.

Negativ
- at the moment need to be worked on performance,
- after you are coming to the colony camp you completly dont know why you have done this? Should you wait for somebody or
contact any person or you can go now and come back to the camp, but why you should do this?
- a small tutorial will be nice.

. This game is total junk.

There is no way all these people giving this game positive reviews could seriously think or believe that.

Its got horrid textures and graphics, there is ZERO A.I. in the mobs, the sound effects are abysmal, there is nothing to do.

What a complete waste of money and piece of trash. AVOID AT ALL COSTS! - Buy it, and you will regret it, and wish you
had listened to me!

Utter Fail. Worst game I have ever played. 0/10 for a game and 100/100 for sloppy wet turd rating.. The game it's great!! you
can fly, explore, fight, enter caves. the fact of think about play with friend in the space or fight in the space with him, it's great.
Also you can flight to another planet, and it have space realism, I mean use oxygen and fuel, those things are very interesting.
But remember that it's a Early game, so maybe you will lose a few times your save game, but it isn't difficult to collect
resources.

In my opinion 9/10. This game is promising!! I will give better review when 1.1 is out but so far its pretty cool!!. This game is
promising!! I will give better review when 1.1 is out but so far its pretty cool!!. The game has Alot of potential.. Played many
great games such as kerbal space program,Take on Mars, Subnautica. Yeah, this game is going to be really good, give it a shot, a
chance. Get to know what you're doing in the game and just await more content :) Buckle up!
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Game had a lot of potential but was abandoned i believe.
Dev's were friendly and wanted feedback in the beginning... but fell silent.

I really enjoyed the open building, and easy way of constructing bases, I wasn't a fan of the light limitations (placing too many
light sources lagged the servers).

Wandering around in the dark really made it feel scary, in my opinion.

Also.. I disliked the Aliens you encountered they seemed to be way overpowered.

I would reccomend the game if the devs were still living and working on the project, however since they have gone dark, I do
not reccomend spending the money. Its not a final product. Still some major bugs.. WARNING TO ALL POTENTIAL
BUYERS!
The developers have tried desperately to remove my negative reviews publicly of this mess they call a new survival sandbox
game!
a) They reported this negative review below to Steam for not meeting community review and forum posting guidelines.. which a
Steam forum moderator rejected and left my review intact.
b) They filed a ridiculous "copyright claim" on my youtube video review of their game, obviously because it put their terrible
game in a bad spot light and they don't want the truth of what they are trying to sell you to be know. (this action has been
countered through YouTube requiring the developers to file a federal lawsuit against me to keep removed, so expect the review
link below to work again in a couple of weeks from the date of Apr 9, 2015)

The above actions taken against my negative review I believe show the shady nature of the developers and how they are trying to
hide the 'truth' about their game. Be warned and aware of this and be sure you take this into careful consideration before
purchasing and getting burned.

My gameplay video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=-Pk1rqRKxLQ

Inferior surival game made by an inferior development team.

Trash.

What's trash you ask?

The graphics, the sound effects, the combat, every animation in the game, the textures, the lighting, the reflections, the overall
design of the game

Even worse then trash is the map design of the world. This map and mountains is absolutely the worst map design I have EVER
seen in any video game. It honestly looks like the developer used a world creation application and spent about a whopping 15
minutes tops to generate the whole world. It's lazy design and it shows.

It's overly obvious to me that this game is nothing more then an attempt to try and make a buck on the current popularity of
survival sandbox games. Everything about this game from the mobs to the harvesting to the combat screams two words:
"Rushed" and "Lazy".

By far the worst game I've purchased on Steam so far in 2015, and quite possibly the worst game I've bought on Steam ever out
of nearly 200 games now.

My rating at early access launch: I give this game a 3% (out of 100) Utter FAIL! (and yes I can rate games in early access and
give them a score if they can charge us retail price money for such a game)

Avoid at all costs. Even if it were free, this game is a waste of time, hard drive space, and it's not even worth the time it takes to
uninstall it.. This game is amazing, even for an early access Beta! I will definately have to reveiw this agan as the game becomes
more developed, but I am glad to say this is a game that makes our community excited beyond beleif! being second in command
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to wren, working with the dev team to build the community and fix the bugs make it an awesome expirience for us. the game
looks great, and the concept is outstanding!
P.S. Thanks Wolfie for the performance update! more than doubled my frames on that one!
All in all, a great game, and i can't wait to see where the team takes it!. Ok First i like to say is that we have here a Early Acces
game what goes the same way like Minecraft before a few years at all start. Im really impressd what the developer team behind
this game do. I know its still at begining of all but what they do for the comunity is unic. For example they give all two days a
patch with new content or bugfixes what useres tell them in the comunity place. Look as compare what EA do with costmars ^^
you buy Laggyfield 4 for 70 Euro (PS4 & Xone) and have just a few maps and you can buy for 50 Euro at lunch day more. and
as costomar you just a peace of♥♥♥♥♥♥for them. Im sorry for my english but i think you know what i mean. And here at
Solar System Conflict i see a yung developer team what like to creat with a strong comunity a big game that is made for the
Players and not thems wallet. Dear developers please continue that work =) I belive in you. Good game that i recommend for all
but ...

REMEBER THIS IS AN EARLY ACCESS GAME

+crafting things
+building houses
+huge area to explore

in total i will rate this game : 8\\10
Graphics 8\\10
Content 8\\10 ( its an early access so not many things to do yet )
Time consuming 8\\10
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